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Word prediction tools for students
with ADHD and learning disabilities
When teaching reading and writing to students
with learning disabilities, a good approach is to use
six types of assistive technology: tools that offer 1)
word prediction; 2) text-to-speech; 3) voice typing;
4) graphic organizers; 5) digital books; and 6) visual
supports, said Brian S. Friedlander, Ph.D. in his
webinar “Tech to the Rescue: Create a Technology
Toolbox for Students with ADHD and LD” on
Additudemag.com. This article will discuss word
prediction tools.
Friedlander, an associate professor of education

Brian S. Friedlander,

Please see Word prediction on page 8

Leveling Up
Earn CE certificates
via many of these free
and low-cost webinars,
courses, and seminars.
All webinars are recorded
and can be seen at a
later date. See altshift.
education/events, edWeb.
net, EduPaths.org,
Kent County ISDs PD
Hub, CECatalog, and
ADDitudemag.com for
additional instruction.
Cont. on page 2

Digital citizenship tools and lessons
to mitigate social media stressors
Because of the pressures of social media,
growing up these days can bring terrifying pitfalls
which could ruin a young person’s life. These
include receiving mean and harassing personal
attacks; being impersonated or hacked; being
outed, shamed, or humiliated; feeling smothered by
someone else’s digital communication; and feeling
pressured to comply with requests for intimate
photos.
There are a couple of apps in particular which
Jamie Nunez
can lead to problems. One is Zeoob.com, which allows users to create fake
accounts to “prank your friends.” Another is Likee (formerly LIKE Video),
which is aimed at middle school students and encourages users to perform
“challenges” (e.g. belly dancing) which could make them appear ridiculous.
Discussing this in his edWeb.net webinar “How Digital Stressors Impact

Please see Digitlal citizenship on page 7
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Leveling Up, continued from page 1
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•

Integrating SEL into Everyday Instruction,
Tues., Dec. 3, at 3 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Fulfilling Students’ Potential Through
Engaging Literacy Practices, Tues., Dec. 3, at 5
p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Teacher Retention: A Camp for New Special Ed
Teachers, Tues., Nov. 5 at 5 p.m. EST on edWeb.
net.

•

Gamifying PBIS: Changing Behavior by
Fostering Lasting Engagement, Wed., Dec, 4,
at 3 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

MTSS 101: The Essentials, Mon., Dec. 9, at 3
p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Create Safe and Equitable Learning
Environments through Ethical DecisionMaking Tues., Dec. 10 at 4 p.m. EST on edWeb.
net ,

•

The Vocabulary Edge for English Learners:
Building on Their Strengths, Wed., Dec. 11, at 4
p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Transition Plans for Students with Autism: A
Recipe for Success, Thurs., Dec. 12, at 3 p.m.
EDT on edWeb.net.

•

Instructional Routines in the Math Classroom,
Thurs., Dec. 12, at 6 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Heart-Centered Classroom Design, Mon., Dec.
16, at 2 p.m. EST on edWeb.net.

•

Empower Student Voices with Design
Thinking, Tues., Dec. 17, at 3 p.m. EST on
edWeb.net.

Special Ed Tech, specialedtech.net, is published
monthly from fall through spring by Aspiring
Games Foundation, aspiringgames.org.
To subscribe, go to specialedtech.net, scroll
to the subscription box on the bottom of the
page, insert your e-mail address, and click the
“Subscribe” button.
We welcome your questions and article
suggestions. Direct all queries and subscription
issues to editor Becky Palmer-Scott at
SpecialEdTechEditor@gmail.com.
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ELL tips, tricks and tools
Here are some ideas for teaching ELL students, by David Fisher, Learning
Engagement Manger of Rosetta Stone.

Image cards and word walls
Rosetta Stone offers free downloadable image cards, which come in five
levels of complexity, at its Teacher Resources page, https://support.rosettastone.
com/en/k-12/Foundations/articles/resources-for-teachers?pos=4 Fisher suggests
using these to introduce vocabulary, in what he calls a “vanishing vowel” activity.
He distributes index cards to the class with A,E,I,O,U on them -- with the “A”
standing for an adjective, “E” for emotion, “I” for something Interesting, “O” for
OMG, and “U” for a question. Each student writes one word or question on the
card and they are discussed as a class. The questions are answered first, then
the words are grouped onto word walls -- for example, all adjectives together, all
emotions together, etc.

David Fisher,
Learning Engagement
Manager of Rosetts Stone

Use Flipgrid for student videos
Flipgrid is a free and easy-to-use tool which enables students to make short
videos based on prompts from teachers. Instead of, or in addition to, writing on
index cards about the image cards, have students make a video.

Paper slide show video
Put students into teams and have them use copy paper and markers to
create 6 “slides” which teach a concept, then record the slides being revealed.
See example here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HVVJfP3WBE&t=18s
This allows students to play on their strengths -- an artist could illustrate the
concept, writer to write it, actor could narrate it, IT person could record it.

Please see ELL on next page
Link to page 1
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ELL continued from previous page

Vocabulary scavenger hunt
Before the class reads a story or text, list some vocabulary
words within it. Then ask the students to snap their fingers or
give a thumbs up each time they find the word.
If the students are studying science or social studies, have
the students count each word and create a bar graph with the
words on the x axis and quantity on the y axis, then have them
add to the bar graph when they find each word.

Goosechase EDU
Create a scavenger hunt which uses mobile devices with Goosechase EDU
at www.goosechase.com/edu/ . See the website for a library of learning games,
which you can view and copy. You can upload student videos and there is a
leaderboard to encourage competition.

Sentence Scramble
On an index card/sentence strip, write a sentence from a story, then cut
the sentence into words and have the students put the sentence back together
again. Include punctuation to give a hint. Put the words from each sentence into
a Ziploc bag. A team of students can work on several sentences each.

For more ideas, check out Fisher’s edWeb.net webinar, 5 ELL and Language
Tips, Tricks, and Tools, which is part of the “Using Technology for Language
Instruction” community on edWeb.net, www.edweb.net/language

Link to page 1
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StaySafe.org and onlinesense.org
StaySafe.org, sponsored by the National Home Security Alliance, offers an
Online Teen Safety Guide to help teachers and parents alert teens about online
safety. For example, predators will:
• Want to have private conversations with their targets.
• Insist that their online relationships be kept a secret.
• Ask their targets to provide personal information, like their addresses,
their full names, or phone numbers.
• Tend to do some stalking online to uncover information about their
targets—and then make a show of how much they know.
• Ask their targets a barrage of questions in order to get their targets to
release more personal information.
• Try to convince their targets that everything they’re doing, and all the
information they’re revealing, is perfectly normal.
For more information, see staysafe.org/teens and/or onlinesense.org.

Reviews by CommonSense Media
Do you need to find out if a software program, website, or learning game is
any good? Check out commonsense.org/education, which offers thousands of
reviews by members of the nonprofit’s editorial board, and also by teachers.
Reviews by Commonsense.org editors are based on 15 factors which
combine to measure the quality of engagement, pedagogy, and support.
You can filter and sort reviews by grade, subject, price, platform, purpose
(assessment classroom management, etc.), skill (critical thinking, SEL, etc.), lastrated, rating, and more. You can also filter by keyword such as product name.
You can also use the site for discovery. For example, to find highly rated free
software for 4th grade reading and writing, you would select Grade: 4, Subject:
English Language Arts, Price: Free, and Sort by: Rating.
The site is free to use.

Link to page 1
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At a glance
Program: iCivics.org
Cost: Free .
Platform: Web
browser, iPhone,
Android
Topic: Civics
Grades: 6-12
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iCivics.org
If you have observed that democracy is under attack, you are not alone. A
Google search of “democracy under attack” returns over 100 million results, most
very recent, and from just about every news source, including The Washington
Post, The Atlantic, CNN, MSNBC, and Fox News. Through disinformation, Russia
is trying to sabotage the U.S. system of government, and it doesn’t help that
some of our leaders exhibit confusion about the U.S. Constitution.
The good news is that there are a growing number of tools to teach students how
to be informed citizens, which is crucial to our future. See the SpecialEdTech.net
article, “Websites and games to teach media literacy.”
Also highly rated is iCivics.org, a set of games available to play for free on
several platforms. iCivics.org was founded by Justice Sandra Day O’Connor and
is sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Annenberg
Public Policy Center, and other reputable organizations.
iCivics learning games come with teacher guides and can be assigned through
Google Classroom. Each game is about 15 to 30 minutes long. There are 21
games, including:
•

Activate: Pick an issue, lead a campaign, grow a movement, and make a
difference

•

Cast Your Vote: Get ready for Election Day:

•

Court Quest: Navigate our court system and guide citizens to the right place.

•

Do I Have a Right?: Run a law firm and show off your knowledge of
constitutional rights.

•

Executive Command: Being the president is no easy task. Are you up to the
challenge?

•

Immigration Nation: Guide newcomers through the path to citizenship.
•
LawCraft: Choose a state to represent and
jump into the lawmaking process of Congress.
•
NewsFeed Defenders: Fight hidden
ads, viral deception, and false reporting as a
NewsFeed Defender!
•
Represent Me!: Balance the diverse needs
of your constituents as you plan bills to sponsor
in Congress.
•
Win the White House: Run your
presidential campaign- from the debates to the
ads to the fundraising! (In elementary, middle
school, and high school levels.)
Link to page 1
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Digital citizenship, continued from page 1

Studies show that
forbidding online
relationships at home
only tends to result in
negative behavior.

Student Learning,” Jamie Nunez of Common Sense Education said that young
people facing these problems often do not want to discuss them with adults
because they fear being judged or reprimanded. Instead, they tend to turn to their
peers for help. Unfortunately, by the time a problem occurs, the damage is done
and it’s very hard if not impossible to undo. In addition, studies show that when
online relationships are forbidden at home, this only tends to result in negative
behavior.
Therefore, said Nunez, the answer lies in values education -- in building
empathy for others and emotional resilience. He also stressed the importance of
teaching how to have online relationships that are effective.
To address this, Common Sense Education offers a new series of free digital
citizenship lessons for grades K-12. These videos and slide shows range from
cartoons for the earliest grades to interviews with peer-aged students for higher
grades. Each video comes with a downloadable lesson plan. Topics include
• Media Balance & Well-Being
• Privacy & Security
• Digital Footprint & identity
• Relationships & Communication
• Cyberbullying, Digital Drama & Hate Speech
• News & Media Literacy
Each topic
is covered by a
series of lessons
that are gradeappropriate. For
example, the
“Relationships &
Communication”
topic has a
“Media Balance
is Important”
cartoon for
kindergarteners,
a “Keeping Games Fun and Friendly” video for 4th graders, and a ‘Chatting and
Red Flags” presentation for 9th graders.
Here are some of the mindsets encouraged by the lessons:
• We find balance in our digital lives
• We care about everyone’s privacy
• We define who we are
• We know the power of words and actions
• We are kind and courageous
• We are critical thinkers and creators.
“The lessons,” said Nunez, “are designed to empower kids from a place of
agency -- to instill kind and courageous habits.”
You can follow Nunez on Twitter at @planetsenses and email him at jnunez@
commonsense.org.
Link to page 1
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Word prediction, continued from page 1
at the College of St. Elizabeth in Morristown, NJ, has written several books
on educational technology, including Engaging the Resistant Child Through
Computers and Assistive Technology: What Every Educator Needs to Know.
The writing process is cognitively demanding. If a student has problems with
spelling, they get stuck and try to find a smaller word to substitute. This stops the
writing process. Having words available makes things go more smoothly. Use of
this tool needs to be written into the student’s IEP so they can use it while taking
state exams.
Co:Writer Universal (free trial) performs word prediction in iPad and in the
Chrome browser as an extension. You can create topic dictionaries so related
words will come to the top of the list. It also offers text-tospeech.
Word Bank Universal (free) is a Chrome extension
that automates creation of word banks related to a
particular topic. Go to the website on the topic the
student is writing about and it will collect words from the
site. It also has text-to-speech. You can hover over the
words in the word bank and listen to them out loud.
WordQ and WordQ II for Chrome by Quillsoft is not
free but has special rates for schools. It works offline
and It has a clean interface, text-to-speech, and can
open PDF files and annotate them. Friedlander suggested scanning worksheets
into PDFs and letting students write on them. This lets them organize their
worksheets electronically in Google Folders or Microsoft OneDrive.
DocsPlus, for Windows/Mac, iPad, and Chromebook, (free trial) provides
vocabulary support for middle- and high-school students on any topic through
“wordbars”. It also includes a tool to help students organize ideas and plan
writing tasks.
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